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***WARNING****There are memories and actual scenes in the story that could be triggers for those

who have suffered abuse. I did my best to shelter the reader at the more abusive parts while

bringing to life this story of darkness meeting mercy, (who is a woman named Mercy, in this story).

So read with caution. **** As a sadomasochist, Sade just wants to get and give pain in manageable

and somewhat legal doses. All Mercy wants is to walk in her father's footsteps--a man who

sacrificed everything to save her from a life of abuse and suffering. When Mercy finds an envelope

on her doorstep leading her to Sade, the result is a collision of pain and mercy. For Sade, Mercy's

kindness is dessert for his sadism, and her strength has his masochism hot and begging. Exploiting

both for his own pleasure is his plan until he realizes that Mercy's got her own love bites game. And

playing it requires something he's never had.
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Wow! Very unexpected!This book is raw, real and eye opening to say the least. The journey that



Sade & Mercy make is nothing less than remarkable. Individuals that have gone through horrific

experiences as the hands of another will fully understand the pain felt by both Sade & Mercy.

Working through pain and emotions is no easy task as they learn each others secrets and try to

work through them together. I could feel the raw feelings of Sade's rage thorough the pages it

literally had me clenching my teeth! Oh Mercy, her outlook on life and wanting to help Sade while

dealing with her past demons as Sade helps her in ways she didn't want to face.I loved how well

they were both so broken that they made each other whole. Finding that they belong together and

love each other, it gives real people hope for a future no matter what demons we face in real life; a

fantastic message!A strong point that I love about this author is that the characters are strong, both

the men and women, in mental, physical and emotional. This book just release and I can hardly wait

for the duet! Well done Mr. Bane

Wow, this book is amazing! I absolutely loved it! Sade & Mercy have lived such tragic lives. Their

journey is truly amazing, I felt the sorrow, happiness and all the emotions Sade and Mercy felt. This

book gives you so much hope to know that things in life while they maybe bad can always get better

with the right people part of it. I laughed, cried and screamed while reading this book! I'm so

emotional still while typing my review! Well done Lucian, amazing!!!

When an author can create a story with characters that reach out and stop your heart from beating

while you find your breath, that author is truly gifted! That is what Lucian Bane has done with this

book. Sade and Mercy's emotions were triggers for my own. Their path was unfamiliar to me, but I

truly felt their pain and their need to heal each other. DAMN, this book is simply phenomenal!!I see

Sade and Mercy each as a pile of broken pieces. They are individuals that are held together only by

their physical bodies because their souls have been so damaged that they are shattered inside.

Fate, in the form of a special envelope, brings them crashing together. I knew right then my

emotions were in for a ride that was going to gut me! Even though I had read all of the snippets and

teasers, there was no adequate preparation for what was to come in this story. And there is no way

for me to even begin to do this book the justice it deserves. Only the very talented Mr. Bane can do

that!So, read this as the beautifully created, totally unique love story that it is, knowing that it will

definitely steal you away from the real world and throw you into a world you can't even imagine

exists. Prepare for the parts that will have you crying and searching the kitchen for your favorite

comforting food (mine was s'mores), knowing that Lucian will also provide you with laughs (courtesy

of his trademark sense of humor), and plenty of steamy scenes. It's the perfect recipe for my new



favorite Lucian Bane novel!

Being a Facebook fan of Author Lucian Bane, I was teased mercilessly about this book...pun

intended! LolI counted down the days until the book was available for purchase "Mercy," and even

delayed my gratification a little more by waiting at least a day or two to read it; because I just knew

once I tore through the story a little piece of my heart would forever belong to that book...I was NOT

disappointed. The magic Lucian Bane weaves throughout "Mercy" possesses the rare ability to

throw the reader directly into the fire right along with the characters; and that's precisely where I like

to be!The two characters, Sade and Mercy both come from their own painful, heartbreaking past

and the way each chose how to deal with their issues touches your very soul with compassion.The

way Lucian Bane ties their pasts together and establishes an instant, heart wrenching connection

between Sade and Mercy is a beautiful, sometimes tragic, and often times a laugh out loud

experience all readers simply must witness for themselves!"Mercy" truly is an amazing testament to

the pain and suffering alive in all of us; and the hope that one day someone will love not only what is

on the outside, but especially what lies damaged on the inside..."...We can be broken together, just

please let me stay with you and love you no matter what? I donÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t care if you never

have sex with me or if you have weird needs, I love you and IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll help you,

thatÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s all I want. Broken or fixed, my heart is yours!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• Sade kissed

her, latching his fingers in her hair, the fire from her words overcoming him..."

Where do I begin? I'm not very good at writing reviews but here it goes.. For me this book had my

emotions all over the place, nail biting sitting on the edge of your seat wondering what happens next

kinda thing.. It also had me crying (which I normally don't do while reading books and is only the

second one that made me). The raw emotional feeling this book leaves you feeling is impeccable. It

makes you feel things you thought you dealt with in your own past as well as making you look at

your own life and wonder what demons you have hidden only to show that special someone who

truly understands who you are and meshes with you to make you whole. I do have to add this quote

in here because well it just hits home for me."Some people are born to survive. No matter what

comes their way, no matter how much pain is dealt them, they live. They survive it somehow."I was

born to be a survivor and deal with every blow that is given to me. This line in this book will forever

be in my heart becuause I live it everday.This is by far the best book written by Mr. Lucian Bane and

can't wait for the next one. Congratulations Lucian!!
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